Web/Mobile App Developer
Year-round part-time student position (Flexible hours)

University of Iowa Alumni Association, 100 Levitt Center, P.O. Box 1970, Iowa City
www.iowalum.com

Title: Web Assistant/Mobile App Developer

Function: Assistant to the UIAA web team for the organization’s website, mobile app, and other electronic communications. Projects involve design/production of web pages, mobile apps, email campaigns, form development, database work, programming, and multimedia presentations.

Qualifications:
Required: Enrollment at the University of Iowa, studies in business analytics & information systems, computer science, journalism and mass communications, computer engineering, or informatics; ability to work with minimal supervision, familiarity with web and mobile app development. Ability to meet deadlines, excellent communication skills, and effective teamwork.

Preferred: Knowledge of or experience with HTML, CSS, Sass, Bootstrap, JavaScript, XML, ColdFusion, PHP, Java, SQL, Appcelerator/Titanium, and other programming languages is helpful. Good understanding of mobile applications and Facebook development is desirable.

Rate of Pay: $12.50 per hour minimum

Hours: 10-20 hours per week during school, M-F, 8-5:00 p.m., more hours available during summer and holiday breaks, flexible schedule, year-round position.

Responsibilities:
· Update, design, and produce UIAA digital communications
· Assist with planning and implementation of interactive components on UIAA website
· Mobile app development (Possible)

Supervision Received:
This position reports to the Digital Communications Manager.

To Apply:
Send resume and cover letter to zachary-schmidt@uiowa.edu
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